Viterbi Master’s Career Success Course Modules

Student beginning their MS at USC Viterbi Summer 2016 or later

The Viterbi Master’s Career Success Course (VMCSC) is designed to provide international students with a better understanding of the nuances of the job search in the USA. Online Modules area accessible through DEN@Viterbi Desire2Learn. Videos will appear one at a time and there will be a single master quiz available once you view all videos. Students must score 80% or better on the quiz by the time they submit their Curricular Practical Training (CPT) or Academic Training (AT) application to the GAPP office to be eligible for CPT

Career Success Course Videos

- Navigating U.S. Corporate Recruiting
- Etiquette, Attire & Grooming in the Job Search
- Cultural Differences in the Job Search
- Understanding the Reduced Course Load Criteria & Process
- Find More Jobs & Internships: Viterbi Career Gateway
- Quick Tips on Resumes
- Rethink Before you Renege
- Get Connected for Maximum Job Search Success
- Preparing for the Engineering Career Fair
- Understanding the CPT Application Process